• AIM: To simulate and compare accommodation in accommodative and non-accommodative human eye models.
INTRODUCTION
O ptical modelling of the human eye is a field with a large variety of models, either new or alterations of oldones [1] [2] . There has also been research in trying to create an eye model to fit the statistical data collected from healthy people [3] . In the end there is no model that could be widely used in the visual research field. All of them use almost the same parameters, based on the way that they are designed (e.g. mean parameter values based on population, optimized parameters for specific results etc.). Differences between simple and more complicated designs (with three or four refractive surfaces) exist, dependingon the reason for which they are used. Some models are designed either with a simple crystalline lens, or with grading refractive index or even with an accommodating crystalline lens. Each model has advantages and disadvantages, can simulate different procedures, parameters and metrics of the human eye [1, 4] . Nevertheless, there is still need for more eye models in order to cover different areas of research such as ray-tracing of nonsymmetric eye models [5] and models with misaligned optical designs [6] . Further investigation and comparisson studies are held and needed because the natural human eye has a robust optical design which differs between people [7] . In this work three different models were used: the Navarro model [1, 8] , the Arizona model [2] , which is accommodating by using mathematical functions and the Liou-Brennan [9] , which is a more anatomically accurate model. The Navarro model [8] , was firstly created in 1985 and consists out of four centered aspheric refracting surfaces. Each one of them represents a refracting surface of the human eye: two for the cornea and two for the crystalline lens. It also uses a flat retinal surface, although there are also versions with spherical retinal surface as well. The main characteristic of this model is that it has a flat surface as a retina. This makes it suitable for on axis simulations. As rays create an angle in respect to the optical axis the image gets defocused and the coma aberration increases. The other models use a spherical surface for the retina. It is a simple model with rotational symmetry, axial length 24 mm and a total dioptric power of 60.4 D. The Arizona model [2] , is also rotationally symmetric. It has the ability to accommodate in different distances by altering its dioptric power. This is done by use of mathematical functions that change the geometry of the crystalline lens, its refractive index and the anterior chamber depth. In this way it can simulate every particular change of its media during the accommodation process. Its axial length is 24.003 mm but the total dioptric power depends on the accommodation distance.
A more anatomically accurate model was created by Liou and Brennan in 1997 [9] . Its major difference is that it has a gradient refractive index for the crystalline lens instead of a simple one. It is not rotationally symmetric because of the decentration of the pupil by 0.5 mm nasally. This decentration affects aberrations, particularly coma, as well as curvature of field and vignetting. The equivalent power of this model is 60.35 D and its axial length 23.95 mm. There are accommodative models in our knowledge such as the Arizona that can accommodate by their own and even simulate the ageing of the eye [10] . There are also computer animated models that show how the parts of the eye move with accommodation and studies about the changes in the crystalline lens with ageing and the mechanisms of accommodation [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In our work the accommodation function in accommodative and non-accommodative models is examined and compared. The Arizona model is able to accommodate by the use of mathematical equations for its media. The other two models were designed to be non-accommodative.Values chosen from the literature were inserted in order to simulate accommodation [17] . This comparison study will provide us knowledge on simulation of accommodation with different customized models. Comparing to previous works mentioned above, in this study we compare one accommodative and two non-accommodative models. The main target is to check if non-accommodative models can provide simulations of accommodation. Moreover, there is a comparison with an accommodative model in order to compare the results between them.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ray tracing and optical design software (Zemax, USA) was implemented to design and work with the eye models. The models were chosen because they are mostly used in modelling of vision science research. The common feature of the chosen models is that all of them have aspheric refractive surfaces. On the contrary, they use different parameters for simulating the optical procedure of the human eye. These differences are between the retinal surfaces, optical and visual axis, types of crystalline lenses and values for their optical media. All models that were used in this study were designed following the works published by their designers [2, [8] [9] . They have four refractive surfaces, two for the cornea and another two for the crystalline lens. In the Liou-Brennan model the crystalline lens has a grading refractive index and was designed by two different parts, one for the anterior part of the lens and one for the posterior. The refractive indices and the thicknesses of all the media were taken from the original articles. Accommodation in Human Eye Models All previously described models are designed to be non-accommodative, except from the Arizona. The other two models are fixed to focus at infinity, while the Arizona model can focus at any accommodative demand by using the mathematical algorithmsthat come with it. In order to compare accommodation results between these models, the Navarro and Liou-Brennan models had to accommodate as well. Four different target distances were used to simulate the accommodation process. These were for infinity, 3, 1 and 0.5 m (0, 0.3, 1 and 2 D accommodative demand in respect). Each chosen value of change corresponds to a specific accommodative demand. The target distances were introduced in the softwarein the "Thickness" box of the "Object" line and the units used were millimeters (mm). For these simulations two fields of incoming rays were used, parallel to the optical axis (0 degrees angle) and not parallel (5 degrees angle). These were introduced in the "Field Data Editor" in the software. The wavelength that was used was 587.6 nm, which is the middle one of the "F, d, C (Visible)" wavelength group in the "Wavelength Data Editor". In every distance all models were optimized. That was done because of changing their parameters (radii of curvature of the lens, thicknesses of their media etc. as it will be explained in the following paragraphs) in order to accommodate. The models had to be optimized in order to create a clear image on the retinawith the given parameters and to compare their results. This optimization was done with the "Optimization Tool"of the software. This uses a "merit function" that minimizes the root mean square (RMS) error in the retinal plane and is defined as, where MF is the merit function value, W is the weight factor for each operand used for the calculation of the merit function value, V is the value of each operand, T is the target value for each operand and the factor "i" is for all the population of the operands. The softwaretook into account the variable that was chosen and made all the calculations in order to minimize the merit function value. In the end it returned the best value of the chosen variable. For the optimizations in this study a "Default Merit Function" was implemented to calculate the least RMS wavefront error in the centroid of the image created in the retina. In the "Pupil Integration Method", 3 rings and 6 arms of incoming rays was used in a "Gaussian Quadrature". As an optimization variable was selected the vitreous thickness. That was done because this was the only free parameter while the model was getting optimized. During accommodation the corneal parameters (curvatures and thicknesses) and refractive indices of all media do not change. The anterior chamber depth, the crystalline lens thickness and the curvatures of the crystalline lens surfaces are changing and set by us. While simulating accommodation by changing the target distances and the parameters mentioned above, if the chosen values for the parameters are not suitable, then there will be an obvious change in the total length of the eye. This change will occur through the optimization process which will try to minimize the RMS wavefront error in the retina by changing only the vitreous thickness. The changes of the ocular system during accommodation are known and studied thoroughly before. All these changes happen with a small increase in the total length of the eye [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In order to make the Navarro and Liou-Brennan models to accommodate, specific values from the literature were used [17] . While accommodating the anterior chamber depth decreases and the crystalline lens thickness increases. The crystalline lens changes it's shape to become more spherical by decreasing it's radii of curvature. The pupil diameter also decreasein order to increase the depth of focus. The refractive index of the crystalline lens naturally is gradient. This means that its dioptric power depends on the geometrical characteristics of the lens. There are two ways to simulate this dependency: either to change only the geometrical characteristics (Navarro and Liou-Brennan models) or to change the refractive index of the lens too (Arizona model). The parameters that were changed during accommodation were: the anterior chamber depth between 3.35 and 3.23 mm, lens thickness between 3.85 and 4.03 mm (corresponding "Thickness" box of each line in the software), anterior radius of curvature of the crystalline lens between 12.8 and 11.5 mm and posterior radius between 5.96 and 5.22 mm (corresponding "Radius" box of each line in the software). The pupil radius also changed from 2 to 1.5 mm (corresponding "SemiDiameter" box of each line in the software). These changes occur while the target comes closer to the model. All values were chosen as mean values of parameter changes in order to accommodate, following the concept that all eye models are designed with mean values of real human eyes.
The Arizona model has an algorithm that makes it accommodative [2] . In this way is optimized in all distances. The algorithm has mathematical functions that change the geometrical characteristics of the crystalline lens and the aqueous thickness. The refractive index of the crystalline lens in this model also changes while accommodating. This happens because in this model a simple refractive index is used. The physiological refractive index is gradient and while accommodating is dependent on the geometric characteristics of the crystalline lens. In order to simulate this change, this model slightly changes the index while it accommodates. In this model the same values were used as in the Navarro. The difference here is the procedure of changing the thickness of the lens. In this model the crystalline lens is divided in two parts with different thicknesses and with a grading refractive index. In order to set the crystalline lens thickness, firstly the total thickness of the unaccommodated lens (in 0 D) was subtracted from the needed in each accommodation level. The result was divided by 2, and each half was added to each of the parts. In other words, it was assumed that the two parts change their thickness equally while accommodating.
RESULTS
In the following results "non-optimized" refers to each model coming from the literature, without any optimization. "Optimized" refers to each model after the optimization process that was mentioned earlier.
For graphical comparison, image diffraction analysis was used in the ray tracing and optical design software. In Figure 1 there is a comparison between letter F diffraction images from each model at all distances. As expected, the image gets clearer as the target approaches to the model. Moreover, in Navarro and Liou-Brennan models are obvious the differences between optimized and non-optimized results at infinity. Spot diagrams show the intersection of a ray pattern with the retinal field. Modulation transfer function (MTF) diagrams show the response of the models in each accommodative level, between 0 and 100 cycles/mm. In Figure 2 the differences between optimized and nonoptimized models at infinity are more obvious in the Navarro model. In both models, optimized spot diagrams are smaller from the non-optimized ones and the MTF diagrams show better results for the middle spatial frequencies.
In Figure 3 are shown the spot diagrams for three different target distances. It is obvious that the diameter decreases as the target approaches the models. In Liou-Brennan model, the decentration of the pupil creates a "tail" in the spot diagrams (coma aberration). In Figure 4 the MTF diagrams show again better results as the target distance decreases, which is expected. In the Arizona model the results are almost diffraction limited. This model is designed to have the best results as a perfect optical system that simulates a real eye. The diffraction limit decrease in the figures, as the target distance decrease. That happens because of the decrease of the pupil. The total eye lengths of the optimized Navarro and LiouBrennan models are shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that both models change their total length while accommodating. The Navarro model shows smaller difference in its width than the Liou-Brennan. These total lengths are different from the ones that were mentioned earlier and that's because of the optimization method that was applied. Zernike coefficients of defocus and spherical aberration, both primary and secondary are shown in Table 2 . In the Navarro and Liou-Brennan models are obvious the differences before and after optimization at infinity. All models decrease their aberrations as the target approaches, as a result of the pupil diameter decrease and the aberrations that are introduced by the crystalline lens. The RMS diameter is the root-mean-square error radial size. It is a rough image of the spread of rays on the retinal field. The Airy disk diameter shows the diameter of the light spot focused on the retina and depends on the diffraction of light through the pupil and its diameter [23] [24] . The RMS error and Airy disk diameters of the eye models while the target distance decreases (and the models accommodate) Figure 2 Differences between optimized and non-optimized models at infinity In spot diagrams the dimension is in μm. In MTF diagrams the dashed line shows the diffraction limit for a pupil radius of 2 mm. The double line in the Liou-Brennan MTF diagrams is because of the decentration of the pupil.
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Obviously, the RMS error diameter decrease as the model eye accommodates and the Airy disk diameter increase as the pupil diameter decrease. DISCUSSION In the present study there has been a comparison between three schematic eye models (Navarro, Arizona and LiouBrennan) [2, [8] [9] in terms of accommodation. The Arizona eye model was able to accommodate by a mathematical algorithm while the other two models had to be changed. These changes included alterations of the radii of curvature of their crystalline The Arizona model does not change its length while accommodating.
lens and the thicknesses of the anterior chamber and the crystalline lens, as the target distance was decreasing. All the parameter changes were selected from the literature. An optimization was implemented in the models with variable the vitreous thickness, in order to get the best image quality in the retina with the chosen parameters in each target distance. A successful accommodation should result in small or no change at all in the vitreous thickness (and the total eye length), while a failure in accommodation should result in unrealistic changes in the total eye length (e.g. larger than 1 mm). Letter F Diffraction Images It is obvious from Figure 1 that the optical result on the retina is optimal for all models while accommodating. The Navarro model is a bit myopic, as it is obvious for the far target distances but the image gets clearer as the target distance decrease. The Liou-Brennan model has a characteristic coma blur at the right of the image. The Arizona model shows almost the same retinal image for all distances because it is created to be always optimized through mathematical functions. It doesn't simulate an average eye but a perfect one. All our results and images are optical simulations of the image as it is refracted on the retina. For the visual results, the neural process that takes place in the brain has to be taken into account, which is not a topic of this paper.
Spot Diagrams and Modulation Transfer Function Graphs
In Figures 3 and 4 , the comparison shows that the best accommodation is given by the Arizona model. On the other hand, the other two models show quite similar results and in a good accordance to the Arizona. Moreover, the Liou-Brennan model also simulates the characteristic coma "tail" which is a result of the decentration of its pupil. In Figure 4 the Arizona model shows a better MTF than the other models and is close to be diffraction limited. But it is known that the real eye is far from that. Total Eye Lengths While accommodating both the Navarro and Liou-Brennan models change their total length while the Arizona model is not. The changes between the accommodation levels are small and comparable between them. Our simulations' results are in the same way with some new studies that have measured the axial length in vivo [18, 25] , but the difference between our results and theirs is about one magnitude class. This difference is assumed to exist because in our work a merit function was used in order to optimize our models. So there has to be a difference between the merit function of the optical design program and the one that a real human optical system uses. Aberrations In the aberration results, the Navarro model shows a negative sphere coefficient while the other two models have a positive one. This negative sphere results in a blurry image. All models also have a positive spherical aberration while the secondary spherical aberration is almost zero. It can be observed that the sphere and spherical aberration increase or decrease (in absolute values) in parallel. In other words, the spherical aberration always tries to correct the total sphere that is produced by the cornea and the accommodation process. According to our results we have observed that the nonaccommodative eye models can simulate accommodation if they are fed with sufficient and correct data. To our knowledge there is no study to compare our findings with, but there exists a work in comparing non accommodative eye models [26] . If we compare our findings with this study, then we have to agree that the Liou-Brennan model is more accurate to the biological human eye. It is more detailed by using a gradient refractive index lens and a decentred pupil but this does not make it the perfect model. If this model is selected to simulate a real human eye then more data are needed to be input, in order to be more accurate. There is no model eye that we can propose as the best and the selection depends always on the study, the data that are used and the complexity of the model that is needed. In the field of the vison science there are many works about accommodating eye models, theoretical and computer designed [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and about how they are created or designed to work.
In this study it is shown that, the classical models, even the ones that are not designed to simulate accommodation could be possible tools in research. If they are fed with data that optimize accommodation they can provide simulations which are comparable with the ones of accommodating eye models. So, in a possible input of customized data from a specific subject, they should be able to simulate this customized eye as well. These simulations could be a first tool in simulating far and near vision for specific applications like spectacle or contact lenses design or fitting. They can also provide some results for blurred vision, halos, light scattering, loss of contrast sensitivity etc. It has to be noted that these can be only the first results, and further research, tests and analysis should be considered. We can conclude that the three models simulated accommodation in good accordance compared between each other. Every difference between the simulations' results, can be changed by changing the parameters of their optical media. Providing them with more accurate values, we can customize them and get more precise results, maybe without differences between models.
